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For its 5th year of existence on the Cergy campus of ESSEC, our
SMIB for Smiles team decided to put emphasis on early childhood
and access to education for hundreds of pupils in France and in
Morocco. The main four missions we focused on this year are
developed in the next pages.

It has been a real challenge to move all these projects forward,
but we are really proud of what we’ve accomplished. Thanks to
the motivation of SMIB for Smiles and Transaharienne students,
the humanitarian trip to Morocco was a real success, allowing
Moroccan children to get better access to education. It has been
an amazing experience for SMIB for Smiles, reminding us that
school is a gift and that everyone deserves the chance to fulfill
their dreams…

Being part of SMIB for Smiles journey was a great opportunity and
we can only encourage future SMIB students to get involved in
these incredible humanitarian projects in order to achieve even
more for those who need it most !



HUMANITARIAN	TRIP	IN	MOROCCO
This year, SMIB for Smiles participated in a
humanitarian trip in Morocco. In partnership with the
association Transaharienne of ISEP School, we
collected school supplies, 35 computers, clothes…

We distributed 1 ton of donations to 7 schools in
Morocco during a 2500 km trip from Fez to Agadir.

Thanks again to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the
donation of computers and to all of you, students and
teachers, for your help and your generosity. We hope
to participate in the trip again next year !



FOOD	DISTRIBUTION	TO	HOMELESS	PEOPLE	IN	PARIS

FOOD	COLLECTION	FOR	A	CHARITABLE	GROCERY	STORE	IN	CERGY

The food distribution we completed took place during the cold spell that hit Paris in
February 2018. Once again in partnership with the Transaharienne association, about
twenty students joined forces to prepare 100 meals and hot beverages to give to homeless
people living in the streets of Paris.

This moment of exchange with the homeless and refugee families was important to show
them that people are there to reach out to them ! Thanks again to Adam BELK, Clément
CHAPON, Issam EL KHARROUSSI, Nathanaël HELIN, Ibrahim NIARIA, Jessy PARRIAUD, Tatiana
SELEZNEVA, Matthias TRICHARD, Fabrice UZUM, Inneke VERONICA, and for your help to
organize and realize this food distribution.

This year again, a food drive was organized in April
2018, in order to help Le Maillon, a solidarity food
association located in Cergy. The food gathering
mainly involved SMIB students, as most of us were
leaving our flats. SMIB students gave us their
remaining canned food.

This action helps people in need at the heart of
ESSEC, in Cergy, which is essential for us. Thank
you Thibault FAUCONNIER for supervising this food
drive.



SUPPORTING	THE	EXPANSION	OF	A	SCHOOL	IN	SARTROUVILLE

The SMIB for Smiles dedicated team helped the Cours
Charles Péguy organization, a school which is located
in the Parisian suburbs of Sartrouville and belongs to
the Foundation Espérance Banlieues.

Opened in September 2016, the school welcomes
today 38 students, divided into 6 classes, from the first
year of primary school to Year 7. At the official
inauguration of the school, on 24th November 2017,
we had the chance to meet representatives of the
school, the children and their parents… We discovered
the way of teaching in Espérance Banlieues schools :
focusing on each child’s difficulties and involving them
in the life of the school.

Aiming to extend the school buildings and to welcome
more pupils next academic year, Espérance Banlieues
entrusted us with the task of looking for foundations
dedicated to supporting access to education, to find
the funds needed for the school expansion.
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This year, after helping associations in Thailand,
Cambodia, and other South-East Asian countries, the
SMIB for SMILES team from the Singapore campus
decided to do its very best to help Blue Dragon in
Vietnam. This association fights for everything that
our team stands for: children’s education, human
rights and freedom.

Our experience with the people in Vietnam was an
eye-opener to the risks and challenges that kids are
facing in developing places such as Hanoi. We were
honoured to be part of their journey and help them
taking care of the rescued children.

This year as part of the SMIB for SMILES was a moment to remember for me. We hope
that we will be able to help Blue Dragon for the upcoming years as well.



HUMANITARIAN	TRIP	IN	HANOI,	VIETNAM
This year, SMIB for Smiles participated in a humanitarian trip to Hanoi in Vietnam in
order to help the Blue Dragon children association, founded in 2003 by Michael
Brosowski. This volunteers’ team works relentlessly to rescue children who are forced
into labour from a young age, live in the streets and extreme poverty or are victims of
human trafficking and slavery.

After raising money throughout the year, we
went on this journey with the association for
a few days in order to donate, help them in
their daily tasks and activities with the kids
and understand the challenges they are
experiencing every day in Hanoi when
rescuing children. The association is making a
huge difference for them and keeps on
helping more and more children to get the
freedom and education they deserve.



HUMANITARIAN	TRIP	IN	HANOI,	VIETNAM

The Blue Dragon Association, in addition to
English lessons and counselling, organizes a
lot of activities to entertain rescued kids and
allow them to forget about their personal
issues, and to find new passions and make
friends. We had the opportunity to
accompany them in some of these activities:
skateboarding, photography, visits of
villages, acrobatics, hip hop dance class, and
many others.

We hope that our participation helped the
association and give a big thanks to the
team for hosting us and sharing their
experiences with us.



CERGY	CAMPUS	- TESTIMONIALS
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“ Before joining SMIB For Smiles, I
attended the presentation of the
association’s different activities. Knowing
that education is a challenge either in
France or in Morocco, I decided to join the
NGO. During this year we had the chance
to organize many events and fund-raising
campaigns. I personally appreciated the
team spirit in the organization and the
involvement of the masters students who
weren’t members. We could make a
difference for others. The most important
event was the collection of computers and
school supplies with our new partner
Transaharienne from ISEP Paris. A team
composed of Transharienne and SMIB For
Smiles travelled to Morocco to distribute
the items to populations in need. ”

“ I was really looking forward to joining the
SMIB for Smiles team in Cergy when I
started the SMIB program. I wanted to be in
an association that could provide support
to charitable organizations in France or
abroad. With simple actions, like food
drives or office supplies collections, we
have been able to help some of those
associations out. Our computer collection
will also make a difference for schools in
the countryside of Morocco. It is just nice to
be part of an association that is people-
oriented ! ”

ISSAM	EL	KHARROUSSI
Co-president



CERGY	CAMPUS	- TESTIMONIALS

IBRAHIM	NIARIA
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“ I believe that every one of us could do a
little bit to make the world a better place.
That little something for me, as a student,
was to create, enable and facilitate all the
projects we carried out at SMIB for SMILES,
such as distributing food and beverage for
homeless men and women, organizing food
drives for families in difficulty and helping
children get access to a better and more
digitalize education. Working for SMIB for
SMILES with this amazing team will have an
impact in my private and professional life, as
I will always try to carry out the values that I
cultivated there. What we get in response is
way more than what we give. Seeing the
result of our work, and the smiles on
children’s faces, is such a powerful hope that
we will carry with us through all our future
endeavours. ”

The SMIB for SMILES team of Cergy wants to thank again all the SMIB
students who got involved in our actions and who have been
mentioned earlier.

We also want to thank Danlei SHI and Aleksei STRELNITCKII for helping
us during the supply collections. In addition, we would like to thank
Tiphaine KUGENER for proofreading our communication supports !

Finally, thanks to all of you, who made a financial donation to help us
accomplish all of our projects !



SINGAPORE	CAMPUS	- TESTIMONIALS
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“ Visiting Blue Dragon in Hanoi was a
learning moment, as we were encouraged
to take part in the everyday activities of the
association and to interact with the
children. It was inspiring to see how the
well-being of the children was their primary
concern, never focusing on their past but
rather on how their life was being impacted
positively. I am glad we got to meet such
inspiring people who gave us the chance to
discover Hanoï through their unique prism:
skateboarding in the city, taking pictures in
an ancient village, walking through the
markets. If education is a right, it often
remains a privilege, and Blue Dragon does a
remarkable job of offering safety,
opportunities and knowledge. ”

“ This experience was very inspiring.
We met children who, in spite of their
difficult background, were smiling and
joyful. It was a true moment of
sharing! They showed us that it was
possible to be happy in spite of
troubles. The Blue Dragon association
gives them accommodation, classes
and activities, allowing them to grow.
We had the opportunity to meet one
of the first rescued child who is now
very happy with his family. All their
stories were touching and I thank the
association for sharing this experience
with us. ”



SINGAPORE	CAMPUS	- TESTIMONIALS
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“ Visiting the Blue Dragon Children’s Foundation
was the opportunity for us to meet wonderful
children and the amazing teams working really
hard to give them better conditions to grow up
in. During the few days of the visit, we spent
most of our time exchanging with the Blue
Dragons children. The energy and joy they show
in their everyday life is quite catching and so
was the genuine and warm welcome they gave
us. It was amazing to see how these children
keep on fighting and believing in tomorrow to
escape situations that can sometimes be truly
horrible. We hope our contribution will help
those children in achieving their dreams and
that the collaboration with SMIB for SMILES and
the Blue Dragon Children’s Foundation will
continue for the upcoming years. ”


